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ABSTRACT
We formulate a peer-to-peer system for filesharing as an exchange
economy: a price is associated with each file, and users exchange
files only when they can afford it. This formulation solves the free-
riding problem, since uploading files is a necessary condition for
being able to download. However, we do not explicitly introduce
a currency; users must upload files in order to earn a budget for
downloading. We discuss existence, uniqueness, and dynamic sta-
bility of the competitive equilibrium, which is always guaranteed to
be Pareto efficient. In addition, a novel aspect of our approach is an
allocation mechanism for clearing the marketout of equilibrium.
We analyze this mechanism when users can anticipate how their
actions affect the allocation mechanism (price anticipating behav-
ior). For this regime we characterize the Nash equilibria that will
occur, and show that as the number of users increases, the Nash
equilibrium rates become approximately Pareto efficient.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems–Distributed Applications

General Terms
Design, Economics, Performance, Theory

Keywords
Peer-to-peer systems, exchange economy

1. INTRODUCTION
In peer-to-peer systems, users share files or resources with each

other. By sharing, a user incurs a cost(because uploading a file
consumes network resources), but no direct benefit. Thus, if there
is no mechanism that stimulates sharing, a user has a strong in-
centive to free ride, i.e., use the resources of other peers without
contributing his own. Such behavior is observed in existing peer-
to-peer systems; for instance, early data showed that nearly 70 per-
cent of users of Gnutella were sharing no files, and nearly 50 per-
cent of all responses were returned by the top 1 percent of sharing
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hosts [1]. A more recent study shows that 85 percent of Gnutella
users share no files [15]. Even worse, according to [1], there were
users in Gnutella who were free riding on the systemdespiteshar-
ing files: the files that they were sharing were unpopular, and hence
not widely uploaded.

Incentive mechanisms that penalize free riders or reward users
that share have been proposed. In [5] users enjoy different levels
of service according to how much they share their resources, while
in [8] free riders are excluded from the system with some proba-
bility. In [7], a distributed rating scheme for tackling the free-rider
problem is suggested. More general reputation mechanisms, such
as those proposed in [12], can be used to obtain a system-wide rep-
utation for each user. Using this information, each user will give
priority to users with high reputation.

An alternate approach is to design a system where resource shar-
ing is requiredto be able to use the resources of other users. This is
the case in BitTorrent [6], where users download pieces of the file
and at the same time upload the pieces they already have. Analo-
gously, in [2] users directly trade resources between themselves.

Another option is to use monetary incentives to solve the prob-
lem of free riding. In this case, users must pay to download files
from other peers. The payments may either be in monetary terms
(e.g., [11]), or in an internal non-monetary currency. In the latter
case, the budget of a user decreases every time he downloads a file,
and increases every time he uploads a file. Such models are consid-
ered in [13], [16] and [19]. Recent work of Friedman et al. studies
system performance as a function of the total amount of internal
currency available [9] .

In our model, we consider an internal currency and associate a
price with each file. Users decide which files they are willing to up-
load, and the total upload rate they are willing to serve. In return,
the system uses the current prices to provide a menu to the users
of files available for download. The upload rate of a user gener-
ates a “budget” that can be spent to download available files. By
maintaining different prices for different files, we avoid situations
where users free-ride the system because the files they are sharing
are unpopular. In particular, unpopular files will be assigned low
prices.

We consider the utility of a user as a function of the rates at which
he is downloading and uploading. It is reasonable to assume that
the utility is increasing in the download rates. In particular, when
the download rates are higher, the user gets the file sooner and is
able to download more files in a fixed interval of time. Moreover, if
there is some probability that the download will not complete suc-
cessfully, this probability decreases as the download rate increases.

An important element of our model is that currency is not ex-
plicitly tracked; this makes our system lightweight and easily im-
plemented. With this formulation we can also avoid cheap pseudo-



nyms [10], which are a drawback in most approaches for solving
free-riding. Users cannot benefit by leaving the system and joining
with a new identity, since user performance is determined only by
the files uploaded. This naturally introduces a “transaction cost”
into the system that prevents users from taking advantage of mul-
tiple identities. Of course, one shortcoming here is that users who
join the system with little content of interest to others may be un-
able to download anything.One solution is to require such users to
upload a file that is not desired by anyone. The price of this file can
be set to be less than the price of any other file. In this way, new
users do not get anything for free, and thus existing users do not
have any incentive to rejoin the system with a different name.

In Section 2 we describe the model in more detail. In Section
3, we show the existence of a competitive equilibrium: a vector
of prices at which demand of each file is equal to the correspond-
ing supply. It is well known that such a vector is Pareto efficient.
We derive conditions that guarantee uniqueness of the competitive
equilibrium (up to scaling). In Section 4, we study the tâtonnement
price adjustment process [4], and show thatunder some assump-
tionsthe rate of convergence around the equilibrium is linear in the
number of users. This means that in a large system, the prices will
rapidly converge.

A key aspect of our paper consists of a proposal to clear the
market even out of equilibrium. In Section 5, we propose an al-
location mechanism to allocate rates when demand is not equal to
supply. We study the Nash equilibria when users anticipate how
their actions affect the resulting allocation, and show thatin large
peer-to-peer systems, fully strategic behavior by the users will not
ultimately cause large deviations from competitive equilibrium be-
havior. We conclude in Section 6.

Due to space constraints, several proofs are omitted; for these
the reader is referred to [3].

2. MODEL
In this section we introduce our basic mathematical model, and

connect it with the standard model of anexchange economyin mi-
croeconomics. We consider a peer-to-peer system with a set of
usersU who share a set of filesF . Useri has a subset of the files
Si ⊂ F , and is interested in downloading files inTi ⊂ F\Si.
Let xij be the rate at which useri downloads filej ∈ Ti, and let
xi = (xij : j ∈ Ti) be the vector of download rates of useri. Let
yij be the rate at which useri is uploading filej ∈ Si. The total
upload rate of useri is yi =

P
j∈Si

yij . We assume that useri
is indifferent between any two upload vectors(yij : j ∈ Si) and
(y′ij : j ∈ Si) with

P
j∈Si

yij =
P

j∈Si
y′ij ; in other words,

his utility only depends on the vector of download ratesxi and the
total upload rateyi. We make the following assumption.

Assumption 1 The preference relation of a user on the set of fea-
sible rate vectors is represented by a continuous utility function
vi : <|Ti|+1

+ → <, which is strictly increasing in each download
ratexij , j ∈ Ti; and strictly decreasing in the upload rateyi.

(Throughout the paper,<+ denotes the interval[0,∞).)
We introduce strictly positive prices in the system and consider

a particular useri. Each user is assumed to have a constraint on
the available upload rate; letBi denote this upper bound for user
i. A rate vector is feasible for a user as long as the upload rate is
at most equal to the user’s upload capacity. We assume that users
do not face any constraint on their download rate; this is consistent
with most end user connections today, where upload capacity is far

exceeded by download capacity.1 Given a vector of pricesp � 0
(i.e. pj > 0 for j ∈ F ), useri can find the upload rateyi and
vector of download ratesxi that maximize his utility by solving
the following optimization problem:

User Optimization:

maximize vi(xi, yi) (1)

subject to
X
j∈Ti

xij · pj ≤ (max
j∈Si

pj) · yi; (2)

yi ≤ Bi; (3)

yi ≥ 0; xij ≥ 0, for all j ∈ Ti. (4)

By assumption, the utility function of a user only depends on his
upload rate and not on which files he is uploading. Thus useri will
only choose to upload files that have the highest price among all
files inSi. The constraint (2) guarantees that the expenses of a user
are at most equal to his revenue from uploading. The constraint
(3) guarantees that a user does not upload at a higher rate than his
upload capacityBi. Finally, all rates must be non-negative (con-
straint (4)). For any price vectorp � 0, the feasible region of the
User Optimization problem is compact and by Assumption 1 the
objective function is continuous; thus an optimal solution exists for
any price vectorp � 0. The following lemma captures an impor-
tant feature of this optimal solution; the proof follows immediately
using strict monotonicity of the utility functionvi.

Lemma 1 If Assumption 1 is satisfied, the budget constraint will
bind in the User Optimization Problem for any price vectorp � 0.

To simplify our analysis, we also make the following assump-
tion.

Assumption 2 For every useri ∈ U , the corresponding User Op-
timization problem has a unique solution(xi, yi) for any price vec-
tor p � 0.

For instance, Assumption 2 is satisfied if each utility function is
strictly concave, since the feasible region of the optimization prob-
lem of each user is convex. Letxij(p) andyi(p) be the optimal
values ofxij andyi respectively when the price vector isp � 0.

We now define exchange economy [18] and relate it to our model.
In anexchange economythere is a finite number of agents and a fi-
nite number of commodities. Each agent is endowed with a bundle
of commodities, and has a preference relation on the set of com-
modity vectors. Given a price vector, each agent finds a vector of
commodities to exchange that maximizes his utility. In particular,
if p is the vector of prices and agenti has endowmentwi, he sells it
at the market and obtains wealthp ·wi. Then the agent buys goods
for his consumption at the same price (he may buy back some of
the goods he sold).

A straightforward reformulation reveals that our model shares
much in common with a standard exchange economy. Consider the
constraints of the user optimization problem (1)-(4). The constraint
yi ≥ 0 is implied by the other constraints as long as all prices
are non-negative. The remaining constraints can equivalently be
written as:

1While in practice a constraint on download rate exists, we remove
it for the purposes of analysis since in practice the binding con-
straint on user behavior is likely to be the upload rate constraint.



X
j∈Ti

xij · pj + (max
j∈Si

pj) · (Bi − yi) ≤ (max
j∈Si

pj) ·Bi;

Bi − yi ≥ 0;

xij ≥ 0, for all j ∈ Ti.

This appears much like the optimization that an agent performs
in an exchange economy: it isas if agenti hasBi units of his own
“good”, priced atmaxj∈Si pj . He can trade this for other goods on
the open market at pricesp. With this interpretation,Bi − yi is the
amount of his own good that he chooses to keep. However, notice
that this is not a standard exchange economy, as the upload rate
is not a true commodity; rather, the commodities are the rates of
specific files that are uploaded. SinceBi imposes ajoint constraint
on the upload rates of these files, our model is a generalization of
the standard exchange economy. In the following two sections, we
adapt some results about exchange economies to our model.

3. COMPETITIVE EQUILIBRIUM
In this section we define competitive equilibrium. In Section 3.1,

we then proceed to show that there always exists at least one for the
model described in Section 2. In Section 3.2, we give conditions
that guarantee uniqueness.

We start by defining theaggregate excess demand vector.

Definition 1 Given a vector of pricesp � 0, a vector(zj , j ∈ F )
is an aggregate excess demand vectorif there existyij , i ∈ U ,
j ∈ F , such that:

1. zj =
P

i∈U :j∈Ti
xij(p)−

P
i∈U yij , for j ∈ F .

2.
P

j∈F yij = yi(p), for i ∈ U .

3. yij ≥ 0, for i ∈ U andj ∈ F .

4. yij = 0, if j 6∈ arg maxk∈Si pk.

We denote the set of all excess demand vectors givenp byz(p).

If |Si| = 1 for all i ∈ U (i.e., each user has exactly one file
available for upload), then for alli ∈ U , j ∈ F , the required value
yij is uniquely defined for any price vectorp: in particular, the
only way to satisfy Conditions 2, 3 and 4 is to setyij = yi(p) if
Si = {j} andyij(p) = 0 otherwise. Thus, when|Si| = 1 for all
i ∈ U the excess demand is afunctionof p. On the other hand,
if there are users uploading multiple files, the excess demand is a
correspondence. In particular, suppose there is some useri with
|Si| ≥ 2 and choosej, k ∈ Si with j 6= k. Then, for a price vector
p with pk = pj = maxl∈Si pl, there are multiple ways to choose
(yil, l ∈ Si) that satisfy Conditions 2, 3 and 4, and thus there are
multiple excess demand vectors. Our definition of aggregate ex-
cess demand vector ensures that we capture all possible means of
dividing the upload rate of useri among available files.

Definition 2 The rate allocation(x∗
i , i ∈ U) and(y∗i , i ∈ U) and

the price vectorp∗ � 0 constitute a competitive equilibrium if the
following conditions are satisfied:

1. Utility maximization: For each useri, (x∗
i , y∗i ) solves the

corresponding User Optimization problem forp = p∗, i.e.
x∗ij = xij(p

∗) andy∗i = yi(p
∗).

2. Market Clearing: 0 ∈ z(p∗); i.e., the total upload rateyi

can be split among the highest price files inSi, so that for
each file the aggregate excess demand is zero.

Note that because of Assumption 1, at competitive equilibrium
all prices are strictly positive; otherwise users would want to down-
load all free files at unboundedly large rates. For this reason, we
can restrict competitive equilibria to strictly positive price vectors
without loss of generality.

Our goal is to show that a competitive equilibrium exists.We em-
phasize that competitive equilibria are desirable because they are
Pareto efficient; this is the content of the first fundamental theorem
of welfare economics [18]. However, we do not expect equilibria
to exist without any restrictions on the setsSi andTi of files being
uploaded and downloaded, respectively, by useri. For example,
suppose there is a file that some users want to download, but no
user has available for upload. Then in general, such a file will have
positive demand, while supply will always be zero. Thus the excess
demand for such a file will be positiveunless its price is sufficiently
high. Setting a sufficiently high price is equivalent to considering a
system without that file.

To avoid such pathological situations, we introduce a natural di-
versity assumption. We define theuser-file graphas the directed
graphG = (V, E) with V = U

S
F , andE = {(i, j) : i ∈

U, j ∈ Ti}
S
{(j, i) : i ∈ U, j ∈ Si}. In other words,G is a

bipartite graph where nodes correspond tousersandfiles. There is
a directed edge from a user to each of the files he wants, and there
is a directed edge from a file to every user that has it.

Assumption 3 The user-file graph is strongly connected.

If Assumption 3 is not satisfied, then either the system can be de-
composed to subsystems that satisfy the Assumption 3, or an equi-
librium may not exist. We will therefore assume that Assumption
3 holds.

3.1 Existence of Competitive Equilibrium
We will adapt standard arguments from microeconomics to es-

tablish existence of a competitive equilibrium. We begin with the
following basic definitions.

Let f be a correspondence defined on a subsetA ⊂ <N . The
correspondencef is homogeneous of degree zeroif for everyt > 0,
we havef(tx1, ...., txN ) = f(x1, ...., xN ). The correspondence
f is convex valuedif f(x) is convex for everyx ∈ A. Given the
closed setY ⊂ <K , a correspondencef : A → Y has aclosed
graph if for any two sequencesxm → x ∈ A andym → y, with
xm ∈ A andym ∈ f(xm) for everym, we havey ∈ f(x). Given
the closed setY ⊂ <K , the correspondencef : A → Y is upper
hemicontinuousif it has a closed graph and the images of compact
sets are bounded.

The following proposition shows properties of the aggregate ex-
cess demand correspondence that are used to prove existence of
a competitive equilibrium. The proof is an extension of an argu-
ment typically used to prove existence of competitive equilibrium
in exchange economies. The key difficulty is in addressing the fact
that users may simultaneously upload multiple files; as discussed
in Section 2, this feature means our basic model is not a standard
exchange economy. Nevertheless, the proof can be appropriately
adapted.

Proposition 1 If Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold, then the aggregate
excess demand correspondencez(·) defined on(0,∞)F satisfies
the following properties:

1. For everyp � 0 andz ∈ z(p), p · z = 0.

2. z(·) is convex-valued.

3. z(·) is homogeneous of degree 0.



4. z(·) is upper hemicontinuous.

5. There is ans > 0 such thatzj > −s for anyz ∈ z(p), for
every filej ∈ F and every price vectorp � 0.

6. If pm → p 6= 0, zm ∈ z(pm) andpj = 0 for somej, then
max{zm

j : j ∈ F} → ∞.

Now the existence of a competitive equilibrium follows from
standard results in microeconomics; see, e.g., [18],Exercise 17.C.2
.

Theorem 1 If Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold, then there exists a com-
petitive equilibrium.

Corollary 1 If the utility function of each user is strictly concave,
and Assumptions 1 and 3 are satisfied, then there exists a competi-
tive equilibrium.

In Section 5, we assume that each user has a separable utility
function, and experiences a cost of uploading that is linear in the
upload rate. In this case, the utility function is not strictly con-
cave. The following corollary of Theorem 1 shows existence of a
competitive equilibrium for that case.

Corollary 2 If the utility function of useri isvi(xi, yi) = ui(xi)−
yi, whereui(xi) is continuous, strictly concave, and strictly in-
creasing in eachxij , and Assumption 3 is satisfied, then there exists
a competitive equilibrium.

3.2 Uniqueness of Competitive Equilibrium
We now study uniqueness of the competitive equilibrium. Note

that, as is standard, we discuss uniquenessup to scaling of the price
vector: sincez is homogeneous of degree zero, ifp∗ is a compet-
itive equilibrium price vector, then so istp∗. We first define the
gross substitutes property.

Definition 3 The functionz(·) has the gross substitutes property if
wheneverp′ � 0 andp � 0 are such that for somel, p′l > pl and
pk = p′k for k 6= l, we havezk(p′) > zk(p) for k 6= l.

If the aggregate excess demand is a function that satisfies the
gross substitutes property, then there is at most one competitive
equilibrium up to scaling of the price vector [18]. In our model, the
aggregate excess demand is a function if and only if each user is
uploading exactly one file, i.e.|Si| = 1 for all i ∈ U . When some
usersi have|Si| > 1, the aggregate excess demand is a correspon-
dence, so the preceding result does not apply. In order to adapt that
result, we use the following definition.

Definition 4 The Optimization Problem of useri satisfies the gross
substitutes property if wheneverp′ � 0 andp � 0 are such that
for somel, p′l > pl andp′k = pk for k 6= l, the following conditions
hold:

1. For l ∈ Ti, xij(p
′) > xij(p) for j 6= l, j ∈ Ti andyi(p

′) ≤
yi(p).

2. If l ∈ Si andp′l > maxk∈Si pk, thenxij(p
′) > xij(p) for

j ∈ Ti.

We interpret this definition as follows. When the price of a file
that is relevant to useri increases, useri demands more of all other
files he is downloading, and supplies less of the file he is upload-
ing. As one example, it is straightforward to verify that useri’s

optimization problem satisfies gross substitutes ifTi = {j} and
vi(xij , y) = xα

ij/α− y, where0 < α < 1.
Under a slightly stronger diversity assumption, we can establish

the following proposition. The key step in the proof is to show that
despite the fact that users may upload multiple files, the monotonic-
ity of excess demand implied by the usual gross substitutes condi-
tion continues to hold.

Proposition 2 If the optimization problem of each user satisfies the
gross substitutes property, and∀j, k ∈ F there existsi ∈ U such
that j, k ∈ Ti, then there is at most one competitive equilibrium up
to scaling of the price vector.

PROOF. It suffices to show that wheneverp � 0 andp′ �
0 are two price vectors that are not collinear, any corresponding
aggregate excess demand vectors can not be equal, i.e.z(p) ∩
z(p′) = ∅. Sincez is homogeneous of degree zero, we can assume
thatp′k ≥ pk for all k, and andpl = p′l for somel. Let S = {j :
pj = pl}.

Consider altering the price vectorp to obtain the price vector
p′, by increasing (or keeping unaltered) the price of every filek /∈
S, one file at a time. As we increasepk for somek /∈ S, for
every file j ∈ S (including l), there is a useri who wants both
j andk; i.e., j, k ∈ Ti. The optimization problem of that user
satisfies the gross substitutes property, so the total demand (i.e.,P

i:k∈Ti
xik) for each filek ∈ S does not decrease in any step,

and if there is a filek /∈ S with pk < p′k, the total demand for file
k will strictly increase in at least one step. Thus, the total demandP

k∈S

P
i:k∈Ti

xik for files in S increases (or remains the same,
if pk = p′k for all k /∈ S), while by a similar argument the total
supply for files inS decreases (or remains the same).

We now considerj ∈ S such thatp′j > pj ; if no such file exists,
then there must be some filek /∈ S with pk < p′k, so for every
w ∈ z(p) and everyw′ ∈ z(p′),

P
j∈S wj <

P
j∈S w′

j . Thus
suppose thatp′j > pj for somej ∈ S; we increase the price of
every such filej from pj to p′j , one at a time. By gross substitutes,
the total demand for each file inS − {j} will strictly increase. On
the other hand, each user that was previously uploading eitherj or
some other file inS, will now only uploadj, while each user that
was only uploading files inS−{j}will upload those files at most as
much as he was uploading before (again by gross substitutes). Thus
the total excess demand for files inS −{j}, i.e.,

P
k∈S−{j} zk(·),

will strictly increase. We repeat this procedure for every filej ∈ S
with p′j > pj . Let S′ = {j ∈ S : p′j = pj}; S′ is nonempty
sincel ∈ S′. Then, for everyw ∈ z(p) and everyw′ ∈ z(p′),P

j∈S′ wj <
P

j∈S′ w′
j , soz(p) ∩ z(p′) = ∅.

4. TÂTONNEMENT PROCESS
In this section we restrict our attention to the case where every

user is uploading a single file (i.e.,|Si| = 1 for all i), and consider
convergence of prices to a competitive equilibrium price vector. We
describe a price adjustment mechanism, and show that under some
assumptions the rate of convergence of this process will be linear in
the number of users. This means that in a large system, the prices
will rapidly converge to equilibrium.

When every user is uploading a single file, the aggregate excess
demand is a function. A reasonable way to adjust the prices in
order to reach a competitive equilibrium is to increase the prices of
the files whose excess demand is positive, and decrease the prices
of the files whose excess demand is negative. This motivates the
tâtonnement process[18], where the price adjustment rate is equal



(or in general proportional) to excess demand:

dpj

dt
= zj(p). (5)

The following theorem is a restatement of Proposition 17.H.1
[18] for our model.

Theorem 2 If |Si| = 1 for all i ∈ U , the gross substitutes property
holds for the aggregate excess demand function, and Assumptions
1, 2 and 3 are satisfied, then the relative prices of any solution
trajectory of (5) converge to the unique equilibrium (up to scaling
of the price vector).

We next show a result about the rate of convergence of the tâ-
tonnement process. Suppose that a unique competitive equilibrium
exists, up to scaling of the price vector. Without loss of generality,
we fix a filef0 ∈ F , and fixpf0(t) = 1 for all timest. This deter-
mines the relative values of all other prices at the unique competi-
tive equilibrium; furthermore, the standard tâtonnement dynamics
described above will converge to the unique competitive equilib-
rium price vector wherepf0 = 1. The following theorem shows
that under some assumptions about the structure of the system, the
rate of convergence near this equilibrium is linear inN . The proof
is straightforward, as the dynamics scale linearly withN .

Theorem 3 Suppose that|Si| = 1 for all i ∈ U , the gross sub-
stitutes property holds for the aggregate excess demand function,
and Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 are satisfied. Suppose also thatU =
U1 ∪ ... ∪ UK with Uk ∩ Ul = ∅ wheneverk 6= l, and:

1. Si = Sk, Ti = Tk, vi(·) = vk(·) andBi = Bk, ∀i ∈ Uk.

2. |Uk| = rkN with rk ≥ 0, for k = 1, ..., K.

Consider the t̂atonnement dynamics withpf0(t) = 1 for all t. If the
tâtonnement process converges to some price vectorp∗ andxij(p),
yi(p), are differentiable atp∗, the rate of convergence near the
equilibrium price vector is linear inN .

The preceding result assumes that users can be partitioned into
identical sets; in this case, the tâtonnement dynamics scale linearly
with the number of users. We believe the preceding result can be
extended to more general assumptions about the user population;
the key requirement is that as the system becomes large, the excess
demand level should increase proportionally for any given price
level p � 0. From a system design point of view, this type of
a result suggests that a large peer-to-peer system operating as an
exchange economy will have fast convergence in a neighborhood
of the equilibrium point.

5. PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATION
Although the t̂atonnement process provides a price adjustment

mechanism that (under reasonable assumptions) ensures that a com-
petitive equilibrium is reached, it has a serious shortcoming from a
system design standpoint: the tâtonnement process does not specify
how agents should engage in tradebeforeequilibrium is reached.
Thus, in addition to adjusting the price vector according to the
tâtonnement process (5), our system design should specify a mech-
anism for allocating rates out of equilibrium.

Mechanisms for exchange out of equilibrium have been pro-
posed for an exchange economy in the economics literature [14],
but do not directly apply to our model. These mechanisms work by
performing part of the exchange, then updating the endowment of
each user. However, in a peer-to-peer system, the endowment of a

user at any given time is determined by the file with the maximum
price, and the amount he owns is his upload capacity. Therefore,
the amount remains the same even after a user uploads the file once.

We consider an alternate system design: we will ask users to re-
port thetotal upload ratethey are willing to allow, and thepropor-
tions of their budget they wish to spend on downloading various
files. For analytical simplicity, we consider the case where each
user uploads a single file, i.e.|Si| = 1 for all i. Let f(i) denote
the file useri is uploading. Suppose that each useri optimizes with
respect to the current pricesp � 0, and reports his optimal upload
rate to the system,yi(p). If user i is interested in downloading
multiple files, i.e. |Ti| > 1, then he also reports whatproportion
πij(p) of his budget he wants to spend on each file inj ∈ Ti. In
terms ofxi(p) andyi(p), if yi(p) > 0, we have:

πij(p) =
pjxij(p)

pf(i)yi(p)
. (6)

However, unless the current price corresponds exactly to a compet-
itive equilibrium, it will not be possible to give to every user the
download rates he desires. Informally, we will use the proportions
πij to allocate rates based on the proportion of the budget each
agenti intended to spend on downloading the files inTi; this is
called theproportional allocation mechanism.

In order to formally motivate the proportional allocation mech-
anism, we first consider the outcome at a competitive equilibrium.
From Definition 2 we know that the rates(x∗ij , i ∈ U, j ∈ Ti),
(y∗i , i ∈ U) and the price vectorp∗ constitute a competitive equi-
librium if the following conditions are satisfied.

1. Each user optimizes, i.e.x∗ij = xij(p
∗), y∗i = yi(p

∗) for all
i ∈ U , for all j ∈ Ti.

2. The market clears, i.e.
P

i:j∈Ti
x∗ij =

P
i:f(i)=j y∗i for all

j ∈ F .

Since we know that it is not possible to satisfy both conditions out
of equilibrium, we will relax one of these conditions. If Condition 2
is not satisfied for some filej, then either the total upload rate of the
file is strictly less than its total download rate, which is infeasible,
or the total upload rate is higher than the total download rate, which
means that resources are being wasted. Thus, it is preferable to
satisfy Condition 2, and relax Condition 1.

In particular, given pricesp, suppose useri reports his desired
upload rateyi(p) and what proportion of his budget he wants to
spend on eachj ∈ Ti, πij ; we do not assume anything aboutπ,
other thanπij ≥ 0 and

P
j∈Ti

πij = 1. Becausep may not be a
competitive equilibrium price vector, in general it is not possible to
choose download rates at the current prices that ensure each useri
spends exactly the desired proportionπij on filej. Instead, we will
useπ andy(p) to compute adownloadrate allocation̂xi to each
useri, together with anew price vector̂p such that each useri earns
a budget of̂pf(i)yi(p), and spends exactly a proportionπij on file
j; i.e., (6) is satisfied for alli andj ∈ Ti with yi(p) > 0. This is a
relaxation of Condition 1 above: of course the resulting allocation
may not be optimal for each user given the pricesp̂; however, the
following budget constraintwill hold:X

j∈Ti

p̂j x̂ij = p̂f(i)yi(p). (7)

This ensures every agent has maximally spent their available bud-
get under the new priceŝp; this is a requirement of optimality, cf.
Lemma 1.

The existence of such priceŝp and download rateŝx is summa-
rized in the following proposition.



Proposition 3 Suppose|Si| = 1 for all i ∈ U . Suppose each
user i reports an upload rateyi, and a vectorπi describing the
proportion πij of his eventual budget to be spent on filej. Then
there exists a pair̂p andx̂ = (x̂i, i ∈ U) such that:

1. For each useri andj ∈ Ti, if πij p̂f(i)yi = 0, thenx̂ij = 0.

2. For each useri andj ∈ Ti, if πij p̂f(i)yi > 0, thenp̂j x̂ij =
πij p̂f(i)yi for all j ∈ Ti.

3. The market clears where possible; i.e., we have:X
i:j∈Ti

x̂ij =
X

i:f(i)=j

yi

for all j ∈ F with p̂j > 0.

Further, the vectorŝxi are uniquely determined.

PROOF. If we multiply through the third condition bŷpj , and
substitute from thesecondcondition, we obtain:X

i:j∈Ti

πij p̂f(i)yi = p̂j

X
i:f(i)=j

yi. (8)

Consider a continuous time Markov chain on the state spaceF ,
where the transition rate from state (file)j to state (file)k is Qjk =P

i:f(i)=j πikyi. (Note thatπik = 0 if k 6∈ Ti.) Let Qjj =

−
P

k 6=j Qjk. Then (8) can be rewritten as:
X
k∈F

Qkj p̂k = p̂j

X
k∈F

Qjk.

Note that these are the balance equations for the continuous time
chain, and so at least one nonnegative solutionp̂ exists. Further, if
the communicating classes ofQ areC1 ∪ · · · ∪CK = F , thenp̂ is
unique up to scaling by a positive constant on each communicating
classCl.

If πij p̂f(i)yi = 0, then we definêxij = 0 (Condition 1). Note
that if p̂f(i) = 0, thenf(i) is transient; thusf(i) will have zero
mass in any stationary distribution, and thusx̂ij is uniquely deter-
mined in this case. On the other hand, supposeπij p̂f(i)yi > 0 for
somei andj. Let k = f(i); thenQkj > 0, andp̂k > 0. This,
together with the balance equations, implies thatp̂j > 0. We con-
clude that there exists a positive value ofx̂ij such that Condition
2 in the proposition is satisfied. Further, sincep̂ is uniquely de-
fined up to scaling on each communicating class,x̂ij is uniquely
determined. This completes the proof.

The first condition in the preceding proposition ensures that when
either a useri is not interested in downloading a filej (πij = 0);
his upload rate is zero (yi = 0); or the eventual price of the file he
is uploading is zero (̂pf(i) = 0), then the download ratêxij is zero.
In all other cases, the download ratesx̂ij are uniquely determined
by this procedure. Further, this allocation ensures that all users split
their budget in accordance with their desired proportions.

In practice, such a mechanism suggests a natural means to adapt
prices as well as allocations. In particular, the following corol-
lary ensures that if the upload rates and requested proportions cor-
respond to those in a competitive equilibrium, then the allocation
mechanism given in Proposition 3 will yield the competitive equi-
librium allocation.

Corollary 3 Supposep∗ � 0 is a competitive equilibrium, and
y∗ = y(p∗) and π∗ = π(p∗). Let p̂ and x̂ the corresponding
prices and download rates, respectively, of Proposition 3. Then
x̂ = x(p∗).

PROOF. It suffices to note thatp∗ andx(p∗) satisfy Conditions
1-3 of Proposition 3. Sincêx is uniquely determined, it must be
the case thatx(p∗) = x̂.

The preceding result demonstrates that the proportional alloca-
tion mechanism is a generalization of the competitive equilibrium
allocation, to ensure the market clears even out of equilibrium.
However, if users anticipate that the market will be cleared using
the proportional allocation mechanism, they may not report their
true optimal upload ratesyi(p) or desired proportionsπij(p); they
may have an incentive to try to “game” the system. In this case they
will anticipate that prices and rates are chosen using the propor-
tional allocation mechanism, and choose their declarations strate-
gically. In the remainder of this section, we consider a special case
of this game, and provea competitive limit theorem: in the large
system limit, it is as if each user optimizes as a price taker.

5.1 Two Files, Two User Types
We consider a system consisting of two files, and two types of

users. Users of type 1 have file 1 and want file 2, while users of
type 2 have file 2 and want file 1. We assume that there are at least
two users of each type. We will use the subscriptki to denote useri
of typek. The upload rate constraint for useri of typek is Bki. By
xki andyki we denote the upload and download rates, respectively,
of useri of type k. Throughout the remainder of the section, we
make the following assumption about the utility functions.

Assumption 4 The utility of useri of typek when he is download-
ing at ratexki ≥ 0 and uploading at rateyki ≥ 0 isuki(xki)−yki,
whereuki(xki) is continuously differentiable, strictly concave, and
strictly increasing.2

In the next section, we characterize competitive equilibria for
this system. In Section 5.1.2, we study Nash equilibria of a game
where users have utilities that satisfy Assumption 4, and anticipate
that prices and allocations are chosen according to the proportional
allocation mechanism. We establish a competitive limit theorem:
in the large system limit, it is as if each user optimizes as a price
taker. In Section 5.2, we specialize further to a case where all
users of the same type share the same utility function. This allows
us to establish uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium as well, and
gives a more precise characterization of the Nash equilibrium rates.
Finally, in Section 5.3, we study the efficiency of the rate allocation
obtained at a Nash equilibrium.

5.1.1 Competitive Equilibrium
We denote byp1 the price of file 1, i.e., the file that type 1 users

have, and byp2 the price of file 2, i.e., the file that type 1 users
want. Since only relative prices matter, without loss of general-
ity we normalizep2 = 1. Useri of type 1 solves the following
problem:

maximize u1i(x1i)− y1i

subject to x1i ≤ p1y1i;

x1i ≥ 0; y1i ≤ B1i.

Since the budget constraint will be binding, this problem is equiva-
lent to:

max
0≤y1i≤B1i

u1i(p1y1i)− y1i.

2This model can be extended so that different users have different
linear costs for uploading: when the utility of useri of type k is
ûki(xki)− cki · yki whereûki(xki) is continuously differentiable,
strictly concave, and strictly increasing, the results of this Section
hold foruki(xki) = ûki(xki)/cki.



The optimization problem for a type 2 user is symmetrically de-
fined with p1 replaced by1/p1. Given pricep1, the optimality
conditions for a useri of type 1 are:

p1u
′
1i(0) ≤ 1, if y1i = 0; (9)

p1u
′
1i(p1y1i) = 1, if 0 < y1i < B1i; (10)

p1u
′
1i(p1B1i) ≥ 1, if y1i = B1i. (11)

The optimality conditions for a user of type 2 are symmetrically
defined, withp1 replaced by1/p1. The conditions above give the
optimal upload ratesy1i(p1) andy2i(p1). The optimal download
rates arex1i(p1) = p1y1i(p1) andx2i(p1) = (1/p1)y2i(p1). At
a competitive equilibrium, the market must clear: the total upload
rate of type 1 users must equal to the total download rate of type 2
users (and vice versa). So, the price vector(p1, 1) is a competitive
equilibrium if:

X
i

x1i(p1) =
X

i

y2i(p1), and

X
i

y1i(p1) =
X

i

x2i(p1).

Note that given the relationship betweenxki andyki, each of these
conditions implies the other.

We know from Corollary 2 that a competitive equilibrium al-
ways exists. The following proposition characterizes the competi-
tive equilibria.

Proposition 4 If supi u′1i(0) · supi u′2i(0) ≤ 1, then at any com-
petitive equilibriumy1i = y2i = 0 for all i. On the other hand, if
supi u′1i(0) · supi u′2i(0) > 1, then at any competitive equilibrium
there existi, j such thaty1i > 0 andy2j > 0.

PROOF. We first show that ifsupi u′1i(0) · supi u′2i(0) ≤ 1,
there does not exist a competitive equilibrium where some upload
rate is strictly positive. If such an equilibrium exists, then at least
one user from each type must be uploading at a strictly positive
rate. Suppose such an equilibrium exists and let(p1, 1) be the cor-
responding price vector. Then, there exist usersi andj such that:

u′1i(0) >
1

p1
, andu′2j(0) > p1.

By multiplying the two inequalities, we see that the assumption
supi u′1i(0) · supi u′2i(0) ≤ 1 is contradicted.

Now we assume thatsupi u′1i(0) · supi u′2i(0) > 1. Suppose
that there exists a competitive equilibrium whereyki = 0 for all k
andi. Let (p1, 1) be the corresponding price vector. Then, for alli,

u′1i(0) ≤ 1

p1
, andu′2i(0) ≤ p1.

If we take the supremum in both inequalities and multiply the re-
sult, we see that the assumptionsupi u′1i(0) · supi u′2i(0) > 1 is
contradicted.

5.1.2 Nash Equilibrium
We use the proportional allocation mechanism to clear the mar-

ket out of equilibrium. The results in Proposition 3 are simplified in
this case, because there are only two files (|F | = 2) and each user
is downloading a single file. Thus users only report upload rates;
it is clear that they will spend their entire budget on the single file
they wish to download. Letyki be the upload rate that useri of type
k reports andYk =

P
i yki. If Y1 > 0 andY2 > 0, it is straightfor-

ward to check that the proportional allocation mechanism will use

the following price to clear the market:

p̂1 =
Y2

Y1
. (12)

If either Y1 = 0 or Y2 = 0, then all agents receive zero download
rate. When users anticipate that the price to clear the market will be
set in this way, they play a game, where the strategy is the declared
upload rate. The strategy space of useri of type 1 is[0, B1i]. The
payoff of useri of type 1 is:

Π1i(y1i) =

�
u1i(y1iY2/Y1)− y1i, if Y1 > 0;

u1i(0), if Y1 = 0.
(13)

If Y1 − y1i =
P

j 6=i y1j > 0, the preceding payoff is continuous
and differentiable on[0, B1i]. A symmetric expression holds for
users of type 2.

We first observe thaty1i = y2i = 0 for all i is a Nash equilib-
rium. In particular, ifY2 = 0, the optimal upload rate for any type
1 user is zero, and symmetrically, ifY1 = 0, the optimal upload
rate of any type 2 user is zero. However, such a Nash equilibrium
is degenerate; it exploits the fact that the system exhibits a strong
complementarity between users. Such a situation will be trivially
avoided if a small amount of upload rate of each type of file is al-
ways available.

Now suppose thatY2 > 0 andY1 − y1i = 0. Then for any
y1i > 0, the utility of useri is u1i(Y2)− y1i, while if y1i = 0 his
utility is u1i(0); in this case his utility is discontinuous, and no best
response exists for useri. Thus there does not exist an equilibrium
whereY1 − y1i = 0 andY2 > 0. A symmetric argument shows
that there does not exist an equilibrium where, for some useri of
type 2,Y2 − y2i = 0 andY1 > 0. Thus in searching for nonzero
Nash equilibria, we can assume thatY1−y1i > 0 andY2−y2i > 0
for all usersi of types 1 and 2, respectively.

WhenY1 − y1i > 0 andY2 > 0, the optimality conditions for
useri of type 1 become:

u′1i(0) ≤ Y1

Y2
, if y1i = 0; (14)

u′1i

�
y1i

Y2

Y1

��
1− y1i

Y1

�
=

Y1

Y2
, if 0 < y1i < B1i; (15)

u′1i

�
B1i

Y2

Y1

��
1− B1i

Y1

�
≥ Y1

Y2
, if y1i = B1i. (16)

Symmetric optimality conditions hold for a useri of type 2, when
Y2 − y2i > 0 andY1 > 0.

Let N1 andN2 be the number of type 1 and type 2 users re-
spectively. The following theorem shows that under reasonable
conditions, a non-zero Nash equilibrium exists. This result is not
straightforward, as the payoff function is typically discontinuous at
y = 0, so a direct fixed-point argument does not suffice. We in-
stead use a perturbation approach: we introduce two “virtual” users
who upload at a rateε for each file. In this regime a Nash equilib-
rium always exists; and by considering the limit asε approaches
zero we are able to establish existence of a Nash equilibrium for
the original game.

Theorem 4 If Assumption 4 is satisfied,u′1i(0) > N1/(N1 − 1)
for all i, andu′2i(0) > N2/(N2 − 1) for all i, then there exists a
Nash equilibrium(y1, y2) at which not all rates are equal to zero.

We now develop acompetitive limit, where the number of users
of each type becomes large. Suppose thatN1, N2 → ∞, and con-
sider a sequence of Nash equilibriayN indexed byN = N1 +
N2; by taking subsequences if necessary, we can assume the Nash



equilibria converge, say toy. Let Y N
k =

P
i yN

ki. Suppose that
yN

ki/Y N
k → 0 for all usersi of typek, but thatY N

2 /Y N
1 → p1 ∈

(0,∞); we normalizep2 = 1. Under these assumptions, since the
optimality conditions (14)-(16) are continuous, they become iden-
tical to the optimality conditions (9)-(11) for a competitive equilib-
rium. Thus informally, we expect that the Nash equilibrium rates
should approach competitive equilibrium rates.

Formally, recall that we definexki(p1) andyki(p1) as the opti-
mal solutions for a price taking user (i.e., a user solving (1)-(4)),
given a pricep1. We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 5 LetN = N1 + N2 be the total number of users. Sup-
pose that asN →∞, bothN1 →∞ andN2 →∞. Suppose that
Assumption 4 holds for the utility function of each user,supi Bki <
∞, supi u′ki(0) < ∞, and inf u′ki(0) > 1 for k = 1, 2. Let yN

denote a nonzero Nash equilibrium whenN = N1 + N2 users
are in the system, and letpN

1 = Y N
2 /Y N

1 , whereY N
k =

P
i yN

ki.
Then:

1. 0 < infN pN
1 andsupN pN

1 < ∞.

2. For all i andk, yN
ik/Y N

k → 0 asN →∞, whileY N
k →∞

asN →∞.

3. Any limit point(p1, y) of the sequence(pN
1 , yN ) satisfies the

competitive equilibrium optimality conditions(9)-(11).

PROOF. It suffices to show thatY N
k → ∞ asN → ∞, for

k = 1, 2. In this case, the second property of the theorem holds
simply because eachyik is bounded above by the upload rate con-
straint. Further, the optimality conditions (14)-(16) will imply both
the first and third properties of the theorem: the first property fol-
lows becausepN

1 cannot go to zero nor become unbounded if some
users have positive rate; and the third property follows because the
Nash optimality conditions are continuous as long asY1 > 0 and
Y2 > 0.

Suppose thatY N
1 remains bounded asN → ∞; in this case,

taking subsequences if necessary, we can assume thatY N
1 → c1 <

∞ asN → ∞. Suppose also thatsupN Y N
2 = ∞; then for at

least one type 2 useri the analogous optimality conditions (15) or
(16) hold. Taking subsequences if necessary, we have asN →∞,
Y N

2 /Y N
1 → ∞ andY N

1 /Y N
2 → 0, which contradicts either (15)

or (16) for type 2 useri and the assumptionsupi u′1i(0) < ∞.
ThusY N

2 remains bounded asN → ∞, so taking subsequences
again if necessary, we assume thatY N

2 → c2 < ∞ asN →∞.
Without loss of generality, we can assume thatc1/c2 ≤ 1; oth-

erwise we apply the subsequent argument to type 2 users. Again
taking subsequences if necessary, we assumeyN

ki converges toyki

for all i andk; this is straightforward, as the strategy space of each
user is compact. Now sinceY N

1 remains bounded for largeN ,
there exists at least one useri of type 1 who hasy1i = 0. For such
a user, taking limits in (14)-(15), we conclude we must have:

u′1i(0) ≤ c1

c2
≤ 1.

This contradicts our assumption thatinfi u′1i(0) > 1. Thus we
conclude that in factY N

k → ∞ asN → ∞, for k = 1, 2, as
required; this establishes the theorem.

The preceding theorem shows that in the large system limit, it
is as if each user optimizes as a price taker. Observe that from the
proof, in the limit we have infinite upload rates for both types of
files; thus we cannot directly interpret the limit point as a com-
petitive equilibrium. However, we can make the following precise
statement: asymptotically, users choose upload rates that are nearly

equal to their optimal upload rateif they were acting as price takers.
One way to interpret such a theorem is that in large peer-to-peer
systems, fully strategic behavior by the users will not ultimately
cause large deviations from competitive equilibrium behavior.

5.2 Homogeneous Utilities
In this section we consider a system where all users have the

same utility functions (i.e.,u1i(·) = u2i(·) = u(·)) and the same
rates (i.e.,B1i = B2i = B). Moreover, we assume that there is
the same number of type 1 and type 2 users, denotedN . This is a
special case of the model analyzed in the previous subsection.

Throughout this section, to avoid boundary conditions, we will
make the following additional simplifying assumption about the
utility functions; the analysis can be extended to study the case
where the assumption does not hold, but the main insights remain
the same.

Assumption 5 The functionu(·) satisfiesu′(x) → ∞ asx → 0,
andu′(x) → 0 asx →∞.

Note that under this assumption, ifu is strictly concave, then
u′−1(x) is well defined forx ∈ (0,∞). In the next two sections,
we study competitive equilibria and Nash equilibria of this model,
respectively; our key result is that under the homogeneity assump-
tion, the system has a unique Nash equilibrium.

5.2.1 Competitive Equilibrium
We show that under Assumptions 4 and 5, the pricep1 = 1 is al-

ways a competitive equilibrium of this economy. First suppose that
u′(B) < 1. Sinceu′(·) is continuous, there is ay ∈ (0, B) such
thatu′(y) = 1. Then, whenp1 = 1, a user of type 1 will choose
to upload and downloadu′−1(1), and the same for all users of type
2. Since the total upload and download rates of a file are equal,
this is a competitive equilibrium. On the other hand, ifu′(B) ≥ 1,
then whenp1 = 1, all users will choose to uploadB. In this case
the upload rate constraint binds, and we again have a competitive
equilibrium.

In the special case we are studying here, uniqueness of the com-
petitive equilibrium can be guaranteed via a simple condition on
the utility functionu.

Proposition 5 Suppose Assumptions 4 and 5 are satisfied, andu(·)
is twice differentiable.Then, the following are equivalent:

1. For all B > 0, the Optimization Problem of each user satis-
fies the gross substitutes property.

2. pu′−1(p) is nonincreasing on(0,∞).

3. xu′(x) is nondecreasing.

Under these conditions, the competitive equilibrium is unique.

5.2.2 Nash Equilibrium
The analysis of Nash equilibria is simplified when the system is

homogeneous, due to the following lemma.

Lemma 2 If u(·) is a strictly concave function, then users of the
same type will have the same upload rate at any Nash equilibrium.

For the remainder of this section, we suppose that Assumptions
4 and 5 hold. Ifu′(x) → ∞ asx → 0, the optimality condition
(14) will never apply. Lety1, y2 be the rates at which users of type
1 and type 2 upload, respectively, at a Nash equilibrium; and recall
that N denotes the number of users of each type. Ify1 > 0 and



y2 > 0, the optimality conditions (15) and (16) can be equivalently
written:

u′(y2) =
N

N − 1

y1

y2
, if 0 < y1 < B; (17)

u′(y2) ≥
N

N − 1

B

y2
, if y1 = B; (18)

a symmetric condition holds for users of type 2.
If u′(0) ≤ N/(N − 1), theny1 = y2 = 0 is the unique Nash

equilibrium. To show this, we first observe that ify1 = 0, then
y2 = 0 (and vice versa), i.e., there can not be a Nash equilibrium at
which only users of one type are uploading at strictly positive rates.
Now suppose there exists a Nash equilibrium at whichy1 > 0 and
y2 > 0. Then, assuming thatu(·) is strictly concave,
�

N

N − 1

�2

≥ (u′(0))2 > u′(y1)u
′(y2) ≥

�
N

N − 1

�2

,

a contradiction.
If u′(0) > N/(N−1), then there exists a Nash equilibrium with

y1 > 0 andy2 > 0: for example,y1 = y2 = min(u′−1(N/(N −
1)), B). When the upload rates are positive we define the Nash
price aspNE = y2/y1. ThuspNE = 1 is a possible Nash price
and we know thatp∗ = 1 is a competitive equilibrium price. In
particular, ifu′(0) > N/(N − 1), there exists a Nash equilibrium
with the same price as the unique competitive equilibrium. Theo-
rem 5 does not apply here, because of Assumption 5. However, by
Lemma 2,yki/Yk = 1/N → 0 asN → ∞, and thus any limit
point (p1, y) of the sequence(pN

1 , yN ) satisfies the competitive
equilibrium optimality conditions. Moreover, it can be shown that
the rates of any sequence of Nash equilibria converge to the rates
of a competitive equilibrium.

The following proposition is our key result for the model with
homogeneous users: we show that if gross substitutes holds, there
exists a unique Nash equilibrium where the upload rates are strictly
positive. The proof uses the characterization of gross substitutes
shown in Proposition 5.

Proposition 6 Suppose that Assumptions 4 and 5 hold andu(·)
is twice differentiable. Then, if the Optimization Problem of each
user satisfies the gross substitutes property, there is a unique Nash
equilibrium with strictly positive rates. At the equilibriumy1 =
y2 = u′−1(N/(N − 1)).

The Nash equilibrium is not always unique, as the following ex-
ample shows. Letu(x) = −1/x, so thatpu′−1(p) =

√
p is strictly

increasing. The optimality conditions givey1·y2 = (N−1)/N , i.e.
there are infinitely many Nash equilibria. In particular, the set of
Nash equilibria is{(y1, y2) : 0 ≤ y1 ≤ B, 0 ≤ y2 ≤ B, y1y2 =
(N−1)/N}. For this utility function there are also infinitely many
competitive equilibria: since(1/p)u′−1(1/p) = u′−1(p) for every
p, any price is a competitive equilibrium.

5.3 Efficiency
We consider a Nash equilibrium of the game that results from the

proportional allocation mechanism at which not all rates are zero;
i.e.,Y1 > 0 andY2 > 0. Notice that when type 1 users choose their
optimal upload rate, they takeY2 asgiven. Thus, we can interpret
the ratesy1i reported by type 1 users as a Nash equilibrium to the
following auction game. Suppose that the available upload rate of
file 2 is fixed and equal toY2. Type 1 users submit bids to acquire
a share of the available file transfer rate for file 2; each user has to
pay his bid, and is allocated a download rate proportional to his bid.

In [17], it is shown for this game that if Assumption 4 is satisfied,
and for alli u1i(0) ≥ 0, then:

X
i∈U

u1i

�
y1i

Y2

Y1

�
≥ 3

4
maxP

i∈U x̄1i=Y2

X
i∈U

u1i(x1i).

A symmetric result holds for type 2 users. This result shows that
given the available upload rate of file 2, it is nearly efficiently
shared among type 1 users; and similarly for type 2 users.

On the other hand, Nash equilibria need not be Pareto efficient.
Suppose that Assumption 4 holds, users are homogeneous, and
1 < u′(0) ≤ N/(N − 1), whereN is the number of users in each
type. Then at any competitive equilibrium, all upload and down-
load rates will be strictly positive, while at any Nash equilibrium
all rates will be zero. Since each user has the option of uploading
and downloading zero in the competitive equilibrium, this shows
that each user is strictly worse off at the Nash equilibrium.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a model of peer-to-peer filesharing as an ex-

change economy. Our formulation is novel, and the approach not
only controls free-riding, but also ensures that users that provide
the most benefit to the system are appropriately rewarded. In this
section we briefly comment on two issues that require additional
attention: first, the use of a centralized server; and second, the lack
of “bankable” currency.

In our model, we use a central server to update prices. However,
the information stored at this server scales only with the number
of files in circulation—not with the number of users. In this sense
the system is highly scalable. Nevertheless, our model has ignored
issues of distributed query processing and the impact of network
structure on price dynamics; such issues remain fruitful avenues
for future research.

A potential implementation problem is thatusers are not allowed
to store currency. This can be problematic, as users cannot lever-
age valuable uploads today to finance downloads tomorrow. This
problem might be resolved by extending our model to allow users
to store currency; from a game theoretic standpoint, however, this
would require analyzing users’ net present value in finding equilib-
ria. For this reason such a model is a substantial departure from the
framework in the current paper, and also remains an open direction.
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